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In the age of the development of artificial intelligence, we face the challenge on how to obtain high-quality data set for learning
systems effectively and efficiently. Crowdsensing is a new powerful tool which will divide tasks between the data contributors to
achieve an outcome cumulatively. However, it arouses several new challenges, such as incentivization. Incentive mechanisms are
significant to the crowdsensing applications, since a good incentive mechanism will attract more workers to participate.
However, existing mechanisms failed to consider situations where the crowdsourcer has to hire capacitated workers or workers
from multiregions. We design two objectives for the proposed multiregion scenario, namely, weighted mean and maximin. The
proposed mechanisms maximize the utility of services provided by a selected data contributor under both constraints
approximately. Also, extensive simulations are conducted to verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the hand-held mobile devices,
mobile crowdsensing [1] has becomes a new tool for prob-
lem-solving, and there has been lots of applications in real
life, such as healthcare [2], smart city [3], and localization
[4]. Due to the fact that workers’ participation will depreciate
their devices, such as consumption of CPU and battery, they
may take a toll on their participation. Incentive mechanisms
are significant to the crowdsensing applications, since a good
incentive mechanism will attract more workers to participate.
Estimating workers’ personal cost is a hurdle. Workers’ pri-
vate cost is subjective, which is associated with various fac-
tors. These factors are hard to observe, such as difficulties
of tasks and abilities of workers. A reasonable method is to
offer an estimated optimal bonus to compensate costs of
workers.

With the limited budget, workers may be reluctant to
participate, if the offered price is too low. Offering a high
price to workers may result in lower outcome. We will use
a powerful tool from the algorithmic game to ensure both
the efficiency and workers’ incentivization.

The mechanism design is a tricky issue for the crowd-
sourcer with budget constraint, since designing a budget con-
straint allocating scheme needs understanding its payoff to
workers, which is also related to the allocating scheme itself.
Most existing works aim at maximizing the efficiency of
crowdsensing by hiring workers in a single region. Neverthe-
less, with some geographical limitations, the crowdsourcer is
necessary to procure service from workers in multiple
regions to perform tasks and consider the interactions of dif-
ferent regions. Consider a crowdsourcer with a hard budget
who wants to estimate the residential information in Eastern
Asia which consisted of five countries, China, Japan, South
Korea, North Korea, and Mongolia. Due to the geographical
limitation, the crowdsourcer has to hire workers in each
country to perform tasks separately. Furthermore, the popu-
lations or the area of the territories of five countries are differ-
ent. Thus, the crowdsourcer has to design mechanisms to
allocate proper budgets to each region and considers the
incentives for workers from different regions.

In this paper, we introduce and study a new scenario,
where the crowdsourcer or buyer wants to buy service in a
macroregion which is composed of several nonoverlapped
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microregions. The crowdsourcer will get a utility for each
microregion, respectively, and aggregate results in each
microregion to get a final result. We introduce and study
two optimization goals when combining results of each
microregion, namely, weighted mean and maximin. Under
the first model, we define the crowdsourcer’s utility as the
weighted mean of utility obtained in each microregion.
Under the second model, the crowdsourcer’s utility is
defined as the minimum utility obtained in all microregions.
Compared with single region settings, our multiple region
setting leads to more useful solutions in practice. By this
work, we proposed an incentive mechanism for the
weighted mean model firstly, which consists of a task alloca-
tion algorithm and a worker compensation algorithm.
Then, we extend the proposed mechanism to the maximin
model.

The main of our paper can be summarized as follows:

(i) A major contribution of this work is introducing a
new problem, multiregion crowdsensing. Two objec-
tives are introduced to measure the utility of multire-
gion crowdsensing. Although we study our problem
in the context of crowdsensing, the framework and
solution proposed in this paper can be applied to a
broad range of domains, such as procurement and
resource allocation

(ii) For a multiunit budget-feasible mechanism, we pro-
pose a novel method via a proportional share alloca-
tion rule instead of the random sampling method
applied in [5]. Also, our proposed mechanism can
handle the multiregion procurement settings

2. Related Work

In recent years, the mobile crowdsensing system has a wide
range of application in our daily life [1–3, 6–10]. At the same
time, game theoretic models become an effective tool for
incentive mechanism in mobile crowdsensing systems
because of the strategic behavior of workers [11, 12]. Jin
et al. considered integrating information quality into the
design of the incentive mechanism for mobile systems [13].
Zhang et al. designed an incentive mechanism by which crowd
workers were encouraged to label a set of binary tasks within
strict budget constraints [14]. Another Zhang et al. studied
three models of cooperation and competition among service
providers [15]. Gao et al. devoted to providing a sufficient
long-term participation incentive for crowd workers [16].
Feng et al. studied the key dimension of location information
in smartphones which are assigned sensing tasks [17]. Qiao
et al. studied the task crowdsensing under the background
of the cross market [18]. Zhao et al. designed online incentive
mechanisms for crowdsensing systems [19]. Liu et al. studied
a two-phase group buying based on the auction mechanism
for mobile crowdsensing [20]. Xu et al. improved online
crowdsourcing auctions via a two-tiered framework [21].
Xu et al. [22] also proposed a mechanism with a strategy-
proof discovery phase and a budget-constrained purchasing
stage.

Budget-feasible incentive mechanism design, which was
initially studied by Singer [23] when he found a novel class
of mechanism design problems where the outcomes are lim-
ited by payments, becomes a newly emerging branch of
mechanism design. Chen et al. designed a stochastic
budget-feasible mechanism with a polynomial time approxi-
mate ratio and a deterministic budget-feasible mechanism
with an exponential time approximate ratio [24]. Bei et al.
studied the budget-feasible mechanism through random
sampling and designed a constant approximation mecha-
nism for all subadditive functions in Bayesian environment
[25]. Anari et al. investigated a model to solve the mechanism
design problem in the context of large-scale crowdsensing
markets such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [26]. Then,
Singer applied this model to influence maximization in social
networks [27] while Horel et al. applied this model to an
experiment design problem [28]. Chan and Chen came up
with multiunit budget-feasible mechanism design which has
been a new setting in budget-feasible incentive mechanism
design [5].

In our setting, a crowdsourcer or buyer wants to procure
service in a macroregion, which is composed of ½r� = f1,⋯,
rg nonoverlapping microregions. A set of sellers or workers
N = f1,⋯, ng is scattered in each microregion.

Let rð·Þ be a function to specify the region. Let ci index the
private cost of the worker i. Each worker i could provide mi
units of homogeneous service, which is common knowledge.
We use si to denote the set of service which could be provided
by worker i. Let M = ∪i∈Nsi denote the total service that can
be provided by all workers in the macroregion, thus the num-
ber of total service in the macroregion jMj =∑i∈Nmi.

This paper studies the service procurement with strategic
players, and each worker will report his cost strategically in
order to maximize his benefit. Let b = ðb1, b2,⋯, bnÞ index
bids of all workers. In our mechanism, there are two func-
tions, a payment function and an allocation function. The
payment scheme will decide the payoff pi to the worker i,
and the quota of service xi procured from worker i is the out-
come of the allocating scheme. The output of the designed
mechanism is two vectors, payment vector p! = fp1,p2,⋯,

png and allocating vector x! = fx1, x2,⋯, xng. The benefit ui
ðb!Þ of service provider i is quasilinear. Formally, we have

ui b
!� �

=
pi b

!� �
− ci ⋅ xi b

!� �
, if xi b

!� �
≤mi,

−∞, otherwise:

8<
:

9=
; ð1Þ

2.1. Problem Formulation

2.1.1. Single-Region Utility Measurement. Since the utility in
each microregion is calculated, respectively, we need to know
the quota of procured service in each microregion. We use
kj =∑i∈N ,rðiÞ=jxi to present the quota of procured services in
microregion j. Then, the utility obtained in microregion j is

measured by a symmetrical submodular function AðkjÞ =
∑

kj
i=1υi, where vi is the marginal incremental value by
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procuring the i-th unit service from the workers when the
crowdsourcer has brought i − 1 service. The symmetrical
submodularity means vi will decrease as i grows, and
v1 ≥ v2 ≥⋯≥vn ≥ 0.

2.1.2. Multiregion Utility Measurement. The crowdsourcer
will get a final result by combining the outcomes in each
microregion. Two optimization objectives are introduced,
namely, maximin and weighted mean. In the weighted mean
scheme, each microregion i is related with a region weight
wið0 ≤wi ≤ 1,∑i∈½r�wi = 1Þ, which measures the relative sig-
nificance of every microregion. The global utility is calculated
by the weighted mean of utility obtained in each microregion.
Formally, the weighted mean maximization model can be
summarized as follows.

Problem: weighted mean maximization.
Objective: maximize Awm =∑r

j=1wjAðkjÞ,
Subject to:

〠
r

j=1
wj = 1, 0 ≤wj ≤ 1, ð2Þ

〠
i∈N

pi ⋅ xi ≤ B: ð3Þ

In the maximin model, the global benefit of the crowd-
sourcer is calculated by the minimum of the accuracy rate
achieved in all microregions.

Problem: minimum maximization.
Objective: maximize Amm =minj∈f1,⋯,rgAðkjÞ,
Subject to:

〠
i∈N

pi ⋅ xi ≤ B: ð4Þ

We use OPTwmðB,MÞ and OPTmmðB,MÞ to index
the optimal results for weighted mean and maximin,
respectively.

Due to the fact that the worker i’s cost ci is private
information, the problem in our paper belongs to the single
parameter mechanism design problem. According to the
well-known Myerson’s lemma [29], any truthful auctions
must have a monotone allocating scheme and a payment
scheme with a threshold payment. For the more complex
multiunit setting in our paper, we have the following
lemma.

Lemma 1. A single-parameter multiunit domain, a normal-
ized auction H = ðx, pÞ is truthful, if and only if,

(1) Monotone allocation: xiðci, c−iÞ > 0, ∀i ∈N , implied
xiðci′ , c−iÞ > 0, if ci′ < ci

(2) Threshold payment to the selected workers: piðciÞ =
∑xiðciÞ

j=1 qj, where qj = inf fci : xiðbiÞ < jg

Proof. The first condition is trivial and could be obtained via
Myerson’s lemma [29]. For the second condition, we usew to
index xiðbiÞ. Then, we obtain

pi bið Þ =wbi +
ðqw
bi
wdz +

ðqw−1
qw

w − 1dz+⋯+
ðq1
q2

1dz

= qw + qw−1+⋯+q1:
ð5Þ

Thus, the lemma holds.

We expect our designed auctions are

(i) Truthful: for any worker i, his benefit is maximized
by reporting his true cost, regardless of the bidding

of others:∀bi, b
!
−i : uiðbi, b

!
−iÞ ≥ uiðbi′, b

!
−iÞ

(ii) Individually rational: workers are not worse off by
participating in the campaign. Formally, it requires

∀b
!

−i : uiðbi, b
!
−iÞ ≥ 0

(iii) Budget-feasible: the total payment to workers does
not exceed the buyer’s budget

(iv) Computationally efficient and performance guar-
anteed: the results of function x and p could
be found out in polynomial time, and constant
approximations are expected for our proposed
mechanisms

3. Weighted Mean Maximization

Based on Myerson’s well-known lemma [29], strategy-
proof auctions must have a monotone allocating scheme
and a payment scheme with a threshold payment. For
the mechanism design under budget constraint, selecting
items for the candidate set according to the benefit-to-
cost ratio is a natural fit. The basic idea of our proposed
mechanism is to select workers greedily based the marginal
of each worker and terminate with an appropriate thresh-
old payment.

First, we would like to introduce a greedy but nonmono-
tone selecting rule. Then, we modify this rule to make it
monotone. Given a set of procured service M, we define the
marginal value of a unit service si ∈M \M for the weighted
mean model as

Ui∣M =Awm M ∪ si
� �

−Awm Mð Þ: ð6Þ

Our greedy algorithm selects a group of services one by
one. In each stage i, it adds a service si

∗
that maximizes the

benefit-to-cost ratio Ui∣Mi−1
/ci, in which we use Mi−1 to

denote first i − 1 services selected by our algorithm; without
loss of generality, we assumeM0 =∅. Since the utility is com-
puted separately, the contribution of service si to the global
utility equals the incremental value of si in its own microre-
gion. We use ufi∣Mi−1g to denote the utility increment in
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region rðsiÞ with service si and the given set Mi−1. Formally,
we have

si
∗ = arg max

si∈M\Mi−1

Ui∣Mi−1

ci
= arg max

si∈M\Mi−1

U i ∣Mi−1f g ⋅wr ið Þ
ci

:

ð7Þ

If there are multiple candidate workers, we sort them lex-
icographically. For each si

∗
, selected in stage i, we use u∗i , w

∗
i ,

and c∗i as abbreviations for ufi∣Mi−1g, wrði ∗ Þ, and ci ∗, respec-
tively. Through the greedy selecting principle, we have a
sorted list L:

L :
u∗1w

∗
1

c∗1
≥
u∗2w

∗
2

c∗2
≥⋯≥

u∗Mw
∗
M

c∗M
: ð8Þ

We choose workers as candidates iteratively until the
budget constraint is exceeded. Formally, we have

c∗i ≤
B

1 + 1nMð Þ ⋅
w∗

i u
∗
i

Awm Mið Þ : ð9Þ

This allocation rule is a variation of the proportional
share rule which is the basis for mechanisms under a budget.
Observing that if k services are selected according to this rule
and each selected worker is paid according to their propor-
tional contribution, the one nice feature about this allocation
rule is that for any submodular function, it can be proven that
the incentive compatible payments do not exceed the
workers’ proportional contributions. We will further discuss
payments after describing the entire mechanism below.
Importantly, this allocation rule achieves a bounded approx-
imation ratio.

〠
k

i=1
B ⋅

Awm Mið Þ −Awm Mi−1ð Þ
Awm Mkð Þ

� �

≤
B

Awm Mkð Þ〠
k

i=1
Awm Mið Þ −Awm Mi−1ð Þð Þ

=
B

Awm Mkð Þ ⋅Awm Mkð Þ = B:

ð10Þ

Lemma 2. Given a sorted list L and a service si ∈ L, we use L
ðsiÞ to denote the position of si in L. For any two services from
the same region,

(i) if ci < cj, then LðsiÞ ≺ LðsjÞ
(ii) if ci = cj, then LðsiÞ ≺ LðsjÞ, iff i < j

Proof.

(1) With ci < cj, we assume LðsjÞ ≺ LðsiÞ. Thus, we have

u j ∣Μj−1
� 	

⋅wr jð Þ
cj

≥
u i ∣Μi−1f g ⋅wr ið Þ

ci
: ð11Þ

Since rðjÞ = rðiÞ, we have ufjjMj−1g = ufijMi−1g, then ci ≥ cj.

Thus, we have a contradiction!

(2) With ci = cj, service s
i and sj are sorted according to

the lexicographical order

No two services from the same region intersect with each
other in L if they are provided by two different workers. For
each region, each agent’s units are placed in L as nonoverlap-
ping clusters and ordered according to increasing bid. An
illustration of the services’ position is in Figure 1.

Lemma 3. The greedy selection principle is monotone.

Proof. For each service sl chosen as the candidate, the rest of
the service in M can be classified into 4 classes:

(i) T+: all services ranked higher than sl in region rðlÞ
(ii) T−: all services ranked lower than sl in region rðlÞ
(iii) F+: all services not in region rðlÞ whose rank is

higher than sl

(iv) F−: all services not in region rðlÞ whose rank is lower
than sl

Assume that worker l declares a cost c′ ≤ cl and achieves a
utility u′. Let T̂+, T̂−, F̂+

, and T̂ denote the four updated clas-
ses. We can easily obtain that no service sd can be moved for-
ward to the front of sl. If l = d, they are owned by the same
worker, and we still have LðslÞ ≺ LðsdÞ. If l = d, we have cd
≥ cl > c′, and we obtain LðslÞ ≺ LðSdÞ. Thus, we obtain T̂

+

⊂ T+ and u′ ≤ u∗. Services in F+ ∪ F− are unchanged. No
service sd in F− could be moved before sl; this is because
the cost-to-benefit ratio of sd is unchanged, and

w∗
du

∗
d

c∗d
≤
w∗

l u
∗
l

c∗l
≤
w∗

l u′
c′

: ð12Þ

Units from the agent who
bid the lowest in region x 

Units from the agent who bid the
2nd lowest in region x 

Units from the agent who
bid the highest in region x . . .

. . .

Figure 1: For each microregion, each worker’s units are placed in L as nonoverlapping clusters and ordered according to increasing bid. Total
payments do not exceed the budget.
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Therefore, we obtain F̂
+ ⊂ F+. Furthermore,

c′
w∗

l u
∗
l

<
c∗s

w∗
l u

∗
l

≤
B

1 + 1n Mj jð Þ∑i<lw
∗
i u

∗
i

=
B

1 + 1n Mj jð Þ∑ si∈ T+∪F+∪slð Þð Þu∗i w∗
i

=
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þ w∗
l Awm F+j j + 1ð Þ +∑si∈F+u∗i w

∗
ið Þ

≤
B

1 + 1n Mj jð Þ w∗
l Awm F̂

+



 


 + 1
� �

+∑si∈F̂+u∗i w
∗
i

� � :
ð13Þ

Thus, each service will be allocated with a lower cost dec-
laration, and the monotonicity achieved.

Through the greedy selecting principle, we get a candi-
date set, denoted by Mk. Unfortunately, Mk could not pro-
vide any lower bound guarantee, if we regard Mk as the
winners. We consider another feasible candidate solution.
s∗ which is the single service with the highest marginal utility,
i.e., s∗ = arg maxsi∈Mðwiui/ciÞ ⋅ fs∗g, is a possible solution.
In order to get a bounded approximation ratio, we will com-
pare these two sets, Mk and fs∗g, and select the one with
higher utility. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. LetOPTwmðB,MÞ denote the optimal solution for
the weighted mean model, i.e., OPTwmðB,MÞ ≤ ð3 + 21njMjÞ
×max fAwmðfs∗gÞ,AwmðMkÞg.

Sort workers like L. We use l to present the largest index
such that ∑l

i=1ci < B. For analysis convenience, we add a new
virtual worker v with a single service sv, who reports his cost
cv = B − ∑l

i=1ci and his utility is u′ =AwmðsvÞ = ððB −∑l
i=1ciÞ

/ðcl + 1ÞÞðAwmðMl+1Þ −AwmðMlÞÞ. Obviously, the optimal
result over all workers inM

+=M ∪ sv is higher than the opti-
mal result from all workers in M. Through greedy selection
principle, the first l workers will be chosen in both M+ and
M. In the rest of the proof, we will index service sv as sl+1.

Due to the optimality, we have

Awm Ml+1ð Þ = 〠
l

i=1
w∗

i u
∗
i +w∗

l+1u′ ≥OPTwm B,Mð Þ: ð14Þ

Next, AwmðMl+1Þ will be regarded as the benchmark for
analysis. Since all workers are sorted in decreasing order of
their benefit-to-cost ratio, for each i ∈ ½k + 1,⋯, l + 1�, we get

w∗
i u

∗
i

c∗i
≤
w∗

k+1u
∗
k+1

c∗k+1
: ð15Þ

Combining the above inequalities, which imply

c∗k+1
w∗

k+1u
∗
k+1

〠
l+1

i=k+1
w∗

i u
∗
i =

c∗k+1
w∗

k+1u
∗
k+1

Awm Ml+1ð Þ −Awm Mkð Þð Þ

≤ 〠
l+1

i=k+1
c∗i ≤ B:

ð16Þ

Then, we obtain

c∗k+1 ≤ B ⋅
w∗

k+1u
∗
k+1

Awm Ml+1ð Þ −Awm Mkð Þ : ð17Þ

Based on the concept of notation k, we obtain

c∗k+1 >
B

1 + 1n Mj jð Þ ⋅
w∗

k+1u
∗
k+1

Awm Mk+1ð Þ : ð18Þ

From inequalities (17) and (18), we know

Awm Ml+1ð Þ −Awm Mkð Þ < 1 + 1n Mj jð ÞAwm Mk+1ð Þ: ð19Þ

Thus, we have

Awm Ml+1ð Þ =Awm Ml+1ð Þ −Awm Mkð Þ +Awm Mkð Þ
< 1 + 1n Mj jð ÞAwm Mk+1ð Þ +Awm Mkð Þ
≤ 1 + 1n Mj jð ÞAwm s∗ð Þ + 2 + 1n Mj jð ÞAwm Mkð Þ:

ð20Þ

Finally, we get

OPTwm B,Mð Þ ≤OPTwm B,M+ð Þ
≤Awm Ml+1ð Þ
≤ 3 + 21n Mj jð Þ max Awm s∗ð Þ,Awm Mkð Þf g:

ð21Þ

However, one can show that simply selecting max max
fAwmðfs∗gÞ,AwmðMkÞgwould violate incentive compatibil-
ity. To address this issue, we further design Algorithm 1 to
ensure the monotonicity, in which the total cost is bounded
by B/ð1 + 1njMjÞ. Therefore, we remove the services with
costs larger than B/ð1 + 1njMjÞ, indexed by MðB/ð1 + 1nj
MjÞÞ. Different from the previous greedy algorithm, we com-
pare Awmðs∗Þ with the optimal solution for the set M− with
budget B/ð1 + 1njMjÞ, whereM =M \ ðfs∗g ∪MB/ð1+1njMjÞÞ.
Algorithm 1 will compare OPTðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞ,M Þ with 3
Awmðs∗Þ to determine the final outcome.

Lemma 5. Algorithm 1 is monotone.

Proof. We prove this lemma through contradiction. With
a cost vector c!, we assume there exists a winner i ∈M
with a single service such that he is not allocated when
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declaring ci′≤ ci. The lemma will be analyzed from two
conditions:

(1) If M ∗ = s ∗, then we have OPTðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞ,M Þ
≤ 3Awmðs ∗Þ. Due to the fact that the cost of the
owner of s∗ will not change OPTðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞ,M Þ
andAwmðs ∗Þ, s∗ will still be allocated if s∗’s owners
reported cost changes

(2) If M∗ =Mk, then it implies that OPTðB/ð1 + ln jMjÞ,
M Þ > 3Awmðsi

∗Þ.OPTðB/ð1 + ln jMjÞ,M Þ increases
as i’s reported cost decreases. Furthermore, i ranks
higher in L, since ci′< ci. Assume the update index
in new L, j ≤ i. According to the symmetrical submo-
dularity of Awmð⋅Þ, the incremental value of service
at i is lower than that at j, i.e., w∗

j u
∗
j ≥w∗

i u
∗
i . We

obtain AwmðMi−1 ∪ figÞ ≥AwmðMj−1 ∪ fjgÞ. Then,
we have

ci ′ < ci ≤
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þ ×
w∗

i u
∗
i

Awm Mi−1 ∪ if gð Þ
≤

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þ ×

w∗
j u

∗
j

Awm Mi−1 ∪ if gð Þ :
ð22Þ

Thus, it does not violate the budget constraint, and the
worker i will still be in the solution set. The above conclusion
implies that the worker i will still be selected as a winner
when he decreases his bid. Thus, the allocating scheme is
monotone.

Now, we move to our payment scheme which is pre-
sented in Algorithm 2. The basic idea of the payment scheme
can be summarized as follows. If M∗ = s∗, we pay s∗’s owner
B. IfM∗ =Mk, we sort workers in region rðiÞ in nondecreas-
ing order of their bids. Let y denote the position of worker i.
Then, remove all service from worker i and sort the remain-

ing units to the sequence L′ according to the benefit-to-cost
ratio. Then, for each worker j in the region rðiÞ, we index the
first and the last of its service in L′ as f j and l j. According to
Lemma 2, we obtain

L′ = f1 < l1 < f2 < l2 <⋯ < f y−1 < ly−1

< f y+1 < ly+1 <⋯ < f hj j < l hj j,
ð23Þ

where ∣h∣ denotes the number of workers in region h. Thus,
the threshold could be found between these intervals

f y−1,⋯, ly+1
� i

, f y+1,⋯, ly+2
� i

, f y+2,⋯, ly+3
� i

,⋯, ð24Þ

and the search for the largest value worker i could be
reported, which could make si be positioned next to one of
the unit intervals and be selected. Based on worker i’s current
reported cost information, we will insert unit si to the interval
ð f y−1,⋯, ly+1� and be selected. Worker imust report the cost

lower in order to move si to some earlier intervals. So the
search could begin at the interval ð f y−1,⋯, ly+1�.

We can show that the payment for the selected workers
can be bounded.

Lemma 6. If si is selected, ci ≤ B/ð1 + ln jMjÞLðsiÞ.

Proof. We assume that the mechanism will select first k ser-
vices, i.e., fs1,⋯, skg, in L. We then resort these k services
in nonincreasing order of their benefit-to-cost ratio, as fs+1 ,
⋯, s+kg. Let sj+’s incremental contribution as u+j . We use cs+j
and wrðs+j Þ, as c

+
j and w+

j for short.

1: Input: a set of workers N from r microregions with total M service available, a budget B and a biding profile b;
2: Output: a set of winning worker M∗

3: Mk ← 0 ;
4: s ∗← arg maxsi∈Mðwiui/ciÞ ;
5: while M \Mk and ci∗ ≤ ðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞÞ × ðw∗

i u
∗
i /Awmðsi∗ ∪MkÞÞ do

6: Mk ←Mk ∪ si∗ ;
7: si∗ ← arg maxM\ðMi∗

k Þðw
∗
i u

∗
i /c∗i Þ

8: end while
9: M− ←M \ ðfs ∗g ∪MB/ð1+1njMjÞÞ ;
10: OPTðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞ,M Þ← optimal solution for the set M with budget B/ð1 + 1njMjÞ ;
11: if OPTðB/ð1 + 1njMjÞ,M Þ ≥ 3Awmðsi∗Þ then
12: M∗ ←Mk
13: else
14: M∗ ← s ∗
15: end if

Algorithm 1: Task allocation algorithm (TAðB,MÞ).
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We assume that ∃1 ≤ e ≤ k satisfying c+e > B/ð1 + ln jMjÞe,
then

c∗k
u∗kw

∗
k

≤
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þ∑j≤kw
∗
j u

∗
j

=
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þ∑j≤kw
+
j u

+
j

≤
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þ∑i≤ew
+
j u

+
j

≤
B

1 + ln Mj jð Þe ⋅w+
e u

+
e
:

ð25Þ

Furthermore, we have B < ð1 + ln jMjÞe ⋅ c+e and so

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þe ⋅w+

e u
+
e
< c+e
w+

e u
+
e
: ð26Þ

Combining these two inequalities, we have

c∗k
w∗

k u
∗
k

<
c+e

w+
e u

+
e
: ð27Þ

It is a contradiction, because LðskÞ ≺ LðseÞ in L, and there-
fore, sk cannot be selected.

With the previous lemma, we still do not know whether
worker i could report c′ > B/ð1 + ln jMjÞLðsiÞ and get a
new position index L′ðsiÞ, and make si win.

Lemma 7. The threshold reported cost ϵi for a single service s
i

is bounded by B/ð1 + ln jMjÞLðsiÞ.

Proof. Suppose ∃se+, e ≤ k, and ϵe > B/ð1 + ln jMjÞe. So,
worker i+e could report a higher cost c′ to satisfy ðB/ð1 + ln j
MjÞeÞ < c′ < ϵe and make se+ be selected. Now, assume
worker i+e bid c′ and let u′ be the incremental value of unit
se+ in such a case. Obviously, we have u′ ≤ u+e , and

c′
w+

e u′
≥

c′
w+

e u
+
e
>

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þe ⋅w+

e u
+
e
≥

c∗k
w∗

k u
∗
k

: ð28Þ

For any sj+ where j < e (the unit used to rank ahead unit
se+ in the greedily sorted list), Let uj′ index its new incremental

contribution as uj′and new reported cost as cj′. There could be

1: Input: a set of workers N from r microregions with totalM service available, a budget B and a biding profile b, and a set of winning
worker M ∗;

2: Output: a payment profile of workers p
!
;

3: p
!← 0;

4: if M ∗ = fs ∗g then
5: p ∗← B

6: return p
!
;

7: else
8: while i ∈M ∗ do
9: 1. Order the workers in region h as fn1, n2,⋯, n∣h∣g according to increasing cost bid, let y satisfy ny = i;

10: 2. Order all services except from worker i, according to decreasing benefit-to-cost ratio, as L′ = fs1,⋯, s∣M\Φi∣g;
11: 3. For each j ∈ ½∣h ∣ � \ fyg, get the first unit f j and last unit l j;

12: 4. Get the last position k′ s:t:ðc
k′
′ /w

k′
′ u

k′
′ Þ ≤ B/ð1 + ln jMjÞ∑y≤k′wy′uy′ ;

13: l0 = 0; k = ly−1 + 1; z = 1; S =∅;

14: while k ≤ k′ + 1 do
15: if k = f y+z + 1 then
16: k = ll+z ; z + +;
17: else

18: Γ =∑y−1
j=1 jsjj +∑z

j=2jsy+j−1j + j;
19: δ =AwmðΓ Þ −  AwmðΓ − 1Þ
20: t =min fδðc

k′
′ /u

k′
′ Þ, ðBδ/ð1 + ln jMjÞÞð1/∑i≤k−1uk′ + lΓ−j+1+⋯+lΓÞg

21: S = S ∪ ftg; k + +;
22: end if
23: end while
24: 5. pi ← the max value in S
25: end while

26: return p
!
;

27: end if

Algorithm 2: Payment algorithm (P ðB,MÞ).
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3 cases for the relations of the items of sj+ and se+, which are
as follows:

Case 1 (belong to the same worker). By the lexicographical
rule, Lðsj+Þ ≺ Lðse+Þ still holds in L, and thus, uj′> u′.

Case 2 (belong to different workers in the same region). Since
u+j ≥ u+e , c

+
j ≤ c+e , and therefore,

cj′= c+j ≤ c+e ≤ c′: ð29Þ

Case 3 (belong to different regions). It is trivial to have uj′= u+j
and cj′= c+j , and thus,

cj′
uj′w+

j

=
c+j

u+j w
+
j
≤

c∗k
u∗kw

∗
k

<
c′

u′w+
e

: ð30Þ

Moreover, we have uj′= u+j ≥ u+e ≥ u′.
It is obvious to know in all 3 cases, service sj+ will be

selected and be ranked before se+ in L. We denote e′ as the
unit se+’s new position index. We have e′ ≥ e, and thus,

c′ > B
1 + ln Mj jð Þe ≥

B

1 + ln Mj jð Þe′
: ð31Þ

According to Lemma 6, se+ could not be selected, and we
have a contradiction. Based on the previous lemma, we can
get the upper bound for total threshold payment of all the
selected units directly.

Lemma 8. The payment to all workers in worker compensa-
tion algorithm is upper bounded by B.

Proof. By Lemma 7, the threshold payment is

〠
k

e=1
ϵ i ≤ 〠

k

e=1

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þe ≤ 〠

Mj j

e=1

1
e

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þ

≤ 1 + ln Mj jð Þ 1
1 + ln Mj jð ÞB:

ð32Þ

That is, it is upper bounded by B.
Now, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 9. The weighted mean mechanism is truthful, bud-
get feasible, individual rational and tractable.

Proof. Truthful: based on Lemma 1, 5, and 6, we conclude
that reporting truthful cost is a dominant strategy for each
worker.

Individual rational: the worker whose cost is larger than
B will be removed directly. Therefore, if M ∗ = s ∗, the indi-
vidual rational is obvious. For the case of M∗ =Mk, the pay-
ment to each worker is the sum of the threshold bid of his
procured services, which is larger than his bid unit cost. Bud-
get feasible: from Lemma 8, we can assure the property of
being budget feasible. Computationally efficient: it is obvious
that the task allocation algorithm and payment algorithm can
be computed in a polynomial time.

Theorem 10. Weighted mean multiunit multiregion budget-
feasible mechanism achieves a constant ratio approximation:
ð4 + 3ln ∣M ∣ Þ.

Proof. Drawing from the proof of Theorem 4, we obtain
OPTðB/ð1+ ln jMjÞ,M Þ ≤ 3× max fAwmðfs∗gÞ,AwmðMkÞg.
There are two cases. If OPTðB/ð1 + ln jMjÞ,M Þ ≥ 3 ×Awm
ðs∗Þ, from above inequality, we have AwmðMkÞ ≥Awmðfs∗gÞ.
Based on Theorem 4, we have OPTwmðB,MÞ ≤ ð3 + 2ln ∣
M ∣ Þ × AwmðMkÞ. Then, we have the expected approxima-
tion ratio. Otherwise, if OPTðB/ð1 + ln jMjÞ,M Þ < 3 ×max
Awmðfs∗gÞ; in this case, we get

OPTwm B,Mð Þ = OPTwm B,M−ð Þ +Awm s∗f gð Þ
≤ 1 + ln Mj jð Þ × OPTwm

B
1 + ln Mj jð Þ ,M

−
� �

+Awm s∗f gð Þ
≤ 3 1 + ln Mj jð ÞAwm s∗f gð Þ +Awm s∗f gð Þ
= 4 + 3 ln Mj jð Þ ×Awm s∗f gð Þ:

ð33Þ

4. Minimum Maximization

In the weighted mean model, the buyer will perform a single
auction to allocate tasks and compensate workers from all
micro-regions. However, in the maximin, the buyer will allo-
cate budget B/r to each microregion and performmechanism
in each microregion in parallel. Let Mj = ∪i∈N ,rðiÞ=jΦi index
services could be provided in microregion j. The maximin
mechanism is referred to Algorithm 3.

Theorem 11. Maximin mechanism is truthful, budget feasi-
ble, individual rational, and computationally efficient.

1: for each microregion j do
2: Run task allocation TAðB/r,MjÞ under budget B/s and Mj;
3: Run worker compensation P ðB/r,MjÞ under budget B/s.
4: end for
5: Aggregate the outcome from each microregion.

Algorithm 3: Maximin mechanism.
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Since mechanisms performed in each microregion are
truthful, budget feasible, individual rational, computationally
efficient, and independent from each other, multiregion
maximin mechanism is also truthful, budget feasible, individ-
ual rational, and computationally efficient.

Corollary 12. With payment algorithm P ðB/r,MjÞ and task
allocation algorithm TAðB/r,MjÞ, the mechanism will
achieve a constant approximation ratio 4 + 3lnMj, in a single
microregion j.

Proof. Trivial: the setting in a microregion j can be regarded
as a special case of weighted multiregion setting with r = 1
and wj = 1, j ∈ ½r�.

Use OPTjðB,MjÞ to index the optimal result for the Mj

with budget B in a single microregion j. Let us make these fol-
lowing observations on the optimal solutions in microregion j.

Lemma 13. OPT jðB,MjÞ is nondecreasing with B.

Lemma 14. OPT jðB,MjÞ/B is nonincreasing with B between
ð0, +∞�.

Lemma 15. For any B,Mj,ϵ ∈ ½0, 1�,OPT jðϵB,MjÞ ≥ ϵOPT j

ðB,MjÞ.

Proof. For the setMj, if B increases, more service will be pro-
cured. However, the incremental value is nonincreasing
under B. So the payment for unit service will be higher, as
B increases. It implies that OPTjðB,MjÞ/B is nonincreasing
with B, and we get

OPTj B,Mj

� �
B

≤
OPTj ϵB,Mj

� �
ϵB

⇒ ϵOPT j B,Mj

� �
≤OPTj ϵB,Mj

� �
:

ð34Þ

Let Bmax be the largest amount of the budget that the
buyer used in a microregion in OPTmmðB, MÞ. Let β index
the B/Bmax. The 1/β denotes the largest fraction of total bud-
get allocated for a microregion in OPTmmðB, MÞ, intuitively.
We use k∗j to denote the total service procured in microregion
j in the optimal result OPTmmðB,MÞ.

Theorem 16. In the maximin model, the mechanism achieves
a constant approximation ratio: rð4 + 3 ln jMjÞ/β

Proof. Based on the definition of the maximin problem, we
get

Amm B,Mð Þ =min A k1ð Þ,⋯,A krð Þ½ð Þ, ð35Þ

OPTmm B,Mð Þ =min A k∗1ð Þ,⋯,A k∗rð Þð Þ: ð36Þ

Since the single-region performance is guaranteed in
Corollary 12, we obtain

A kj
� �

≥
1

4 + 3 ln Mj
OPT j

B
r
,Mj

� �

≥
1

4 + 3 ln Mj jOPTj
B
r
,Mj

� �
:

ð37Þ

Since we have known

Bj ≤
B
β
, ð38Þ

and the conclusions of Lemma 13, 14, and 15, we obtain

OPTj
B
r
,Mj

� �
≥ βOPTj

B/β,Mj

� �
r

≥ βOPTj

Bj,Mj

� �
r

:

ð39Þ

Thus, we have

E A kj
� �� �

≥
1

4 + 3 ln Mj jβOPT j

Bj,Mj

� �
r

: ð40Þ

Then, we have

Amm B,Mð Þ ≥minj
1

4 + 3 ln Mj jβOPT j

BJ ,Mj

� �
r

 !

≥
β

4 + 3 ln Mj jð Þr minj OPTj Bj,Mj

� �� �
≥

β

4 + 3 ln Mj jð ÞrOPTmm B,Mð Þ:

ð41Þ

5. Simulations

5.1. Simulation Setup. It is hard to get the bidding data of
workers directly; thus, it is necessary for us to infer the cost
profile via historical cost information. Drawing from [30],
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Figure 2: Cost information with numbers of friends.
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we will estimate workers’ cost information on a website,
called weiboyi (http://www.weiboyi.com), which is for social
advertising. In the website, advertisers are required to post
their desired compensation to advertise to fans in the Weibo.
From Figure 2, we show the cost information of 15012 adver-
tisers. The range of their reported cost is from 0 to 5 ∗ 104,
and the range of the number of their friends is from 0
to 2 ∗ 106. We use advertisers’ number of friends to simulate
workers’ capacity. The cost information of advertisers will be
normalized to (0,5) and the number of friends to [0,2]. The
data set generation process is to select an instance in weiboyi
data set and use the ca/mf for the worker’s cost and the nor-
malized number of friends for workers’ capacity iteratively,
in which ca denotes the advertiser’s normalized cost and mf

indexes the advertiser’s normalized number of friends. We
set crowdsourcer’s utilityAðkÞ (in a single region) with three
symmetrical submodular functions, where AðkÞ = k0:9, A
ðkÞ = k, and AðkÞ =∑k

i=1100/ð100 + kÞ. We consider the a
service subscriber wants to hire workers from 6 microre-
gions. To obtain statistically 330 sound results, we run the
simulation 1000 rounds for each parameter setting, and the
microregion weight will be randomized in each round of
experiments.

5.2. Benchmarks. We compare our designed auctions
(MUMRwm andMUMRmm for two models) with 3 baselines.
The first benchmark is the greedy algorithm, which will
return the optimal solution. The greedy algorithm is not
truthful and has full information of workers’ costs. The sec-

ond benchmark is a uniform-price mechanism which is
near-optimal, which is introduced in [31]. The last one is a
random selecting algorithm. The mechanism chooses
workers randomly and payoffs to workers are their declared
cost, which are the lower bound performance of our designed
problem. For maximin, the above three algorithms will be
performed in each microregion in parallel with the same
budget. We evaluate two performances of our proposed
mechanism, crowdsourcer’s valuation and winner ratio.
The first one means the utility achieved in the entire region.
The second one represents the percentage of selected workers
over all workers.

5.3. Results. We will present the results of the winner ratio,
firstly. Since the simulation results of the three crowdsourcer’s
valuations are similar, we just present the results of AðkÞ =
k0:9 here. We set the budget at 1000 and the number of
workers from 100 to 1000. The results are shown in
Figures 3(a) and 4(a) for both two models. We observe
that the winner ratio decreases as the number of workers
increases. The reason is that the auctions are more com-
petitive with more workers. For the uniform pricing mech-
anism, the ratio will be stable, since the uniform pricing
mechanism will choose a set of workers as the candidates
when the scale of workers is relatively small.According
Figures 3(b) and 4(b), we can know that the valuation of
the buyer when the budget is 500 and the scale of workers
is from 100 to 1000. The buyer’s utility grows with the
increase of workers in all algorithms in both models. With
a larger scale of workers, the buyer will utilize the budget
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Figure 3: Results on weighted mean model.
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more effectively. Our proposed mechanism outperforms
random and uniform pricing mechanisms in the weighted
mean model. MUMR’s performance approaches the per-
formance of the greedy algorithm and uniform pricing
mechanism in the maximin model. Figures 3(c) and 4(c)
show the service subscriber’s valuation when the number
of workers is 500 with the budget from 200 to 2000. From
the figure, we know that the utility of the buyer increases
simultaneously in algorithms MUMRwm and MUMRmm
and greedy algorithm as the budget increases. The reason
is that when the budget becomes larger, more workers
can be hired. The greedy-based method performs well in
the simulation; however, it is not strategy-proof. The perfor-
mance of the uniform price mechanism approaches the one
of MUMRwm and MUMRmm with the small budget. For the
uniform price mechanism, the buyer’s valuation decreases
as the budget increases. Since the mechanism will infer a
threshold payoff based on the workers’ cost information,
the one selected by the mechanism with larger budget may
not be the optimal one.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce and study the multiregion crowd-
sensing problem and design two models for the multiregion
crowdsensing. We propose a novel multiunit budget-feasible
mechanism to solve problems. Our designed mechanisms
are budget feasible, truthful, and individual rational and
have a constant approximation ratio. Extensive simulations
demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution.
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